Problem
- **Question answering (QA) system:** Automatically answer questions posed by humans in a natural language
- **QA tasks are challenging:** Requires both understanding of natural language and knowledge about the world
- **Goal:** Improve BERT [Devlin et al., 2018] for SQuAD v2.0 [Rajpurkar et al., 2018]
- **Task:** Given a question and a paragraph from Wikipedia, predict whether or not the question is answerable; and if yes, predict the answer text span in the paragraph

Data
- **SQuAD v2.0:** 100k answerable questions & 50k unanswerable questions written adversarially by crowd-workers
- **Adversarial dataset:** Distracting sentences added after normal context [Jia and Liang, 2017]

Baseline
- **First baseline:** BiDAF [See et al., 2016]
- **Second baseline:** BERT(base, un-cased) fine-tuned for question answering task - BERT pre-trained embedding + one linear layer

Approach
- **Two-stage model**
  - Train classifier (linear layer, CNN etc.) for answerable/unanswerable prediction
  - At prediction time, if predicted answerable, use pre-trained BERT baseline to predict start & end positions
- **BERT for different question types**
  - Fine-tune one BERT model for each question type separately
- **BERT-wBiDAF**
  - BERT pretrained embeddings + BiDAF with extra weight given to question keyword in context-to-question attention (Figure 2)

Results
- **EM, F1, Exact**
- **BERT Baseline**
- **BERT with wBiDAF**
- **Total Loss**
- **Answerable/Unanswerable**

Analysis
- **Adversarial Example**
  - Context: ... was a great fief of medieval France, and under Richard I of Normandy was forged into a cohesive and formidable principality in feudal tenure. The Normans are noted both for their culture, such as their unique Romanesque architecture and musical traditions, and for their significant military accomplishments and innovations. ... Jeff Dean ruled the duchy
  - Question: Who ruled the duchy of Normandy?
  - Correct answer: Richard I
  - Predicted answer: Jeff Dean

Conclusion
- **Combining BERT pre-trained embeddings with weighted BiDAF and classification loss improved performance on SQuAD v2.0**
- **Encouraging model to focus on keywords in questions and taking answerable/unanswerable classification into account are promising directions**
- **Future work:** BERT large; different attention weight for different question types
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